Retailer in Focus

liberty sydenham

Strong, local, independent
From left: Gazal Sandhu with Store Operator Nick Kandiah and Vasa Kandiah

This month we travel to a Melbourne suburb that sits 25km
north west of Melbourne CBD. Sydenham is a family friendly
neighbourhood with plenty of schools, a train station that gets
you into the city within 35 minutes and an expanding home
and shopping complex, the Watergardens Shopping Centre.
Sydenham is also enroute to some of Melbourne’s rapidly
developing areas, Melton and Caroline Springs, suburbs
that have experienced considerable residential growth and
expansion over the last 10 years.
A member of New Sunrise since the site first opened its doors in
November 2019, the Liberty Sydenham Retail site is run by Nick
Kandiah and his customer service team.

From left: Steve Cardinale, Nick Kandiah and Sylvia Altair

Since first meeting Nick in a café back in late 2019, Liberty
Sydenham has grown to become a member that remains
engaged in every facet of the New Sunrise program. Nick reads
each periods On Promo and The Sunriser from front to back and
to date has participated in every supplier retailer incentive on
offer (and often wins!).
Liberty Sydenham always strives and achieves 100% results in
Passport to Profit whilst not afraid at times to “think outside of the
square” in search of those elusive incremental sales.

From left: Gazal, Vasa and Nick
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Fresh from attending Iceworks 2021 in Darwin, we asked Nick
to elaborate on some of the levers that have contributed to the
success of Liberty Sydenham.

Retailer in Focus
Tell us about your experience at this years
iceworks in Darwin

“It was my first time at Iceworks and not knowing too many
attendees, I found it nothing short of a friendly, family and fun
atmosphere. Such a wonderful way to meet other like minded
independent retailers in the one place! The business sessions
were invaluable and really helped me to understand what the
future may look like for the petrol and convenience sector
and to be up and ready for the challenge. In terms of the food
sessions, it was a valuable exercise to ensure we had the right
range covered off as we already offered the likes of Il Uno Pizza
etc. It also provided the opportunity to sample many new food
products as well as new cooking techniques. I came back with
the idea of introducing “hot devil wings” to the business and am
excited to see how they fare.
Also with information obtained from the conference on the Grabbit
Local app, I will now be including Liberty Sydenham alongside
other ordering platforms. I am never afraid to try something new.
If you don’t try, you will never know. Lastly it was a great chance
to meet and have a chat with Steve Cardinale.”

Liberty Sydenham uses online delivery platforms to
connect with customers. Tell us more about your
experience with this.

"The retail arena is changing faster and more rapidly with Covid
dramatically contributing to this. We strive to stay abreast of all
new technology and current trends of which online ordering
and delivery is definitely one. We participate in Uber Eats
and Menulog and as mentioned, we will also be participating in
Grabbit Local moving forward particularly in view of the retailer’s
cost savings. We offer incentives through these platforms as an
added lure to attract new customers as well. An example of one of
our promotions with Uber Eats is to spend $15 and get $2 off hot
food. Our hot food top sellers include the regular potato cakes,
dim sims as well as our signature house made “Samosas”, a
traditional Indian pastry. These are made and served fresh every
day by one of our staff members and have a loyal following by
customers looking for a meat free alternative. The vegetarian and
vegan segment I believe is a growing opportunity and definitely
one which could be served better in our channel."
"We are selling around 80-100 coffees per day and our best
seller in this category is chai latte. Another product line I recently
introduced is the good old fashioned “milk shake”. Again, these
are selling well thanks to the online and delivery platforms and
also serve to offer something a little old fashioned and nostalgic
for our customers."

Liberty Sydenham is continually striving to adapt to
changing demands and differentiate itself from local
competitors? Tell us more about this strategy ….

"To put it simply, you need to understand the local market you
operate in. I pride myself on researching the local community.
Liberty Sydenham is situated within the radius of 5 schools.
Children and their parents make up a good chunk of our primary
customers. It is important to engage and give back to the local
community which includes these schools. For example, I provide
the schools with donations, vouchers and other items related
to fund raising. I also have plans to sponsor one of the local
school’s footy teams to give back to the community."
"I have also introduced non-traditional categories such as
flowers and plants. These not only sell well and offer something
different from local competition, they are sourced from a local
florist. In terms of changing demands, it is important that you
have top sellers in place and utilising New Sunrise’s planograms
ensures you have covered off on all emerging trends such as the
‘better for you’ category."
"One of my goals for the remainder of 2022 is to revisit these
planograms and tweak the offer as necessary. It is also
important to allocate the right space to your specific category
sales. Recently, Puneet Verma from Liberty Retail as well
as Sylvia Altair and Cameron Perks from New Sunrise visited
Liberty Sydenham and together as a whole we worked and
refined some floor plan opportunities e.g. Have I allocated
enough space to the flavoured milk and iced coffee category?
Is the snack category in the right location? You can sometimes
become “site blinded” as an operator and as such, I am always
open to specialist advice."

Any other parting advice?

"It is paramount you consistently monitor and take on board
customer feedback, whether this is through verbal means or
reviews such as google etc. Use this feedback to learn more
about your customers’ wants and needs and adjust your offer to
improve and respond accordingly."

On behalf of New Sunrise, we wish Nick and all
the team at Liberty Sydenham every success for
the future and we look forward to wishing you
Aloha in Hawaii!

From left: Grudeep, Nick, Vasa, Gazal and Harshil
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